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Abstract—The existence of considerable amount of redundancy
in the Internet traffic at the packet level has stimulated the
deployment of packet-level redundancy elimination techniques
within the network by enabling network nodes to memorize data
packets. Redundancy elimination results in traffic reduction which
in turn improves the efficiency of network links. In this paper,
the concept of network compression is introduced that aspires to
exploit the statistical correlation beyond removing large duplicate
strings from the flow to better suppress redundancy.
In the first part of the paper, we introduce “memory-assisted
compression,” which utilizes the memorized content within the
network to learn the statistics of the information source generating
the packets which can then be used toward reducing the length
of codewords describing the packets emitted by the source. Using
simulations on data gathered from real network traces, we show
that memory-assisted compression can result in significant traffic
reduction.
In the second part of the paper, we study the scaling of the
average network-wide benefits of memory-assisted compression.
We discuss routing and memory placement problems in network
for the reduction of overall traffic. We derive a closed-form
expression for the scaling of the gain in Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random
network graphs, where obtain a threshold value for the number
of memories deployed in a random graph beyond which network-
wide benefits start to shine. Finally, the network-wide benefits are
studied on Internet-like scale-free networks. We show that non-
vanishing network compression gain is obtained even when only
a tiny fraction of the total number of nodes in the network are
memory-enabled.
Index Terms—Memory-Assisted Compression; Network Mem-
ory; Redundancy Elimination; Dijkstra’s Algorithm; Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
Random Graphs; Random Power-Law Graph.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive amount of data is daily produced and transmitted
through various networks. A very high fraction of the cost
of dealing with such massive data is associated with the
transmission. Hence, any mechanism that can provide traffic
reduction would result in huge cost benefits. Several studies
have examined real-world network traffic and concluded the
presence of considerable amounts of redundancy in the traffic
data [3]–[8]. From these studies, redundancy elimination has
emerged as a powerful technique to improve the efficiency of
data transfer in data networks.
Currently, the redundancy elimination techniques are mostly
based on application-layer content caching [9], [10]. However,
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several experiments confirm that the caching approaches, which
take place at the application layer, do not efficiently leverage
the network traffic redundancy which exists mostly at the packet
level [4], [7]. Furthermore, caching approaches are incapable
of suppressing redundancies that exist across multiple connec-
tions. They even lose opportunities for suppressing redundancy
within one connection because of issues such as small content
size. To address these issues, a few recent studies have consid-
ered the deployment of redundancy elimination techniques in
the network layer (i.e., layer 3) [4], [7], where the intermediate
nodes in the network have been assumed to be capable of
storing the previous communication in the network and also
data processing. These works demonstrate that redundancy in
the data is so high that even a simple de-duplication method
(i.e., removing the repeated segments of the packets) can
provide considerable bandwidth savings. Motivated by these
benefits, in this work, packet-level redundancy elimination is
investigated from an information-theoretic point of view.
Information theory has already established the fundamental
limit in the compression of infinite-length sequences for the
class of universal schemes [11]–[13]. Entropy is the fun-
damental limit (also called Shannon limit) of compression;
sequences generated by a source cannot be compressed with
a rate below entropy and uniquely decoded. A compression
scheme is called universal if it does not require any prior
knowledge about the source statistics. Hence, it is clear that
from the practical point of view, the universal family is more
interesting than the non-universal one. However, as shown
in [14], [15], there is a significant penalty, i.e., gap from the
asymptotic limit, when finite-length sequences are compressed
under a universal scheme. More precisely, there is no hope of
developing source coding algorithms that can compress short
sequences to their entropy [15]. Also, in [15], [16], we showed
that the compression of small network packets requires more
than 100% compression overhead, beyond the Shannon limit.
There is no way to get around this limit in the absence of side
information.
It is natural to ask whether it is possible to improve compres-
sion rates by taking advantage of side information about the
source provided by the memorized sequences from previous
traffic. In the finite block length regime of practical interest,
it was demonstrated that by adding only 4MB of memory at
the router it is possible to learn enough about a stationary
source to overcome the fundamental limits of universal com-
pression in the finite-length regime and approach the Shannon
limit [16], [17]. This is referred to as memory-assisted universal
compression, where a side information sequence of length m
(that can be thought of as the aggregate of the previous traffic
stored in the network node) is obtained from the information-
generating source. This length m sequence that is stored
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both at the encoder (i.e., the source) and the decoder (i.e.,
the memory-enabled network node) is called “memory” and
conveys important information about the source statistics.
Even if the gain of memory-assisted compression is justified
on a link, it remains an open problem how such a gain would
scale if memory-assisted compression is adopted in the Internet
on the router level. Several studies have inferred that the
Internet (at the router level) can be very well modeled using a
scale-free network [18]–[22]. In particular, these studies provide
evidence that although the Internet is growing dynamically,
its properties can be well modeled through a stationary state
described using the scale-free network model. Therefore, the
end goal of this paper would be to understand the scaling of the
network compression gain on Internet-like scale-free networks.
In the first part of this paper (through Section IV), we discuss
practical algorithms for implementation of memory-assisted
compression and confirm the non-trivial gain of memory-
assisted compression on data gathered from real network traces.
This is the achievable improvement in a link between the
encoder and the decoder which both have a shared side infor-
mation (or memory) of the previous communication and com-
pare against the existing redundancy elimination techniques.
The memory-assisted compression is performed using both
dictionary-based compression, e.g., gzip (also referred to as
LZ77) [11] and statistical compression, e.g., LPAQ [23], and
context tree weighting (CTW) [12]. These results provide a
foundation for the network compression, which extends the idea
of memory-assisted compression beyond a single link.
In the second part of this paper (from Section V), we extend
our work to find achievable network-wide gain of memory-
assisted compression (also referred to as network compression
gain). In this context, we demonstrate that memory placement
in the network poses some challenges to traditional shortest
path routing algorithms, as the shortest path is not necessar-
ily minimum cost route in networks with memory requiring
modification in routing. Further, we show that optimal memory
placement in a network is non-trivial and vital to achieving
network-wide benefits from memory deployment. To determine
how the network compression gain scales with the number
of memory-enabled nodes in the network, we theoretically
quantify the scaling behavior of the benefits of memory-
enabled nodes, Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) random network graphs [24].
Considering ER random network graphs simplifies the problem
significantly as the memory placement problem is trivial due to
the symmetry and the analysis yields to a closed-form solution.
The exact analysis reveals that there exists a threshold value for
the number of memories deployed in a random graph below
which the network-wide gain of memorization vanishes and
above which it is fully accessible. Finally, network compression
gain is studied in Internet-like scale-free networks (which
are modeled in this paper using random power-law graphs).
Through analysis on random power-law graphs, it is demon-
strated that non-vanishing network-wide gain of memorization
is obtained even when the number of memory units is a tiny
fraction of the total number of nodes in the network.
Our contributions in this paper are summarized below.
• The concept of memory-assisted compression for redun-
dancy elimination is introduced and its benefits are vali-
dated on real network data. In particular, memory-assisted
compression gain is also defined which is the fundamental
benefit that is obtained from memory in the network packet
compression.
• Network compression gain is defined and optimal routing
strategy and memory placement algorithms in the pres-
ence of memory-enabled nodes are presented to maximize
the network compression gain when the objective is the
reduction of the aggregate traffic in the entire network.
• The average case scaling of network compression gain
is studied on Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random network graphs. It is
shown that even with deployment of memory-enabled
nodes that scale sublinearly with the total number of
nodes in the network, non-negligible benefit from network
compression is achievable on the average.
• The average case scaling of network compression gain
is studied on scale-free networks modeled using Internet-
like random power-law graphs, and it is demonstrated that
significant network-wide benefits are obtained when only
a tiny fraction of the network nodes are memory-enabled.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related work in network traffic reduction (redundancy elim-
ination) is reviewed. In Section III, memory-assisted universal
compression is introduced. In Section IV, the benefits of
memory-assisted compression for redundancy elimination are
investigated through simulations on data gathered from real
network traces. In Section V, the issues of extending memory-
assisted compression to a network are described and the net-
work compression gain is defined. In Section VI, the optimal
routing and memory placement are investigated for maximizing
the network-wide gain. In Section VII, network compression
is studied for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs. In Section VIII,
network compression is investigated for random power-law
graphs. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Content-Centric Networking
Recently, there has been a lot of attention regarding the
efficient utilization of memory units inside network. One related
line of work is the content-centric networking (CCN) [25], [26].
In CCN, content is segmented into individually addressable
pieces, and these individually addressable data segments are
cached in the network. However, there are several fundamental
differences between our work on network compression and
the previous research on CCN. The first difference is that our
approach deals with the data itself, as opposed to the content
name. As a simple example, two independent servers generating
the same content but with different names would still be able to
leverage the memory-assisted compression, but not the CCN.
The second difference is that CCN has a fixed granularity of
a packet, whereas one of the core features of compression
algorithms is their flexibility to find redundancy in the data
stream with arbitrary granularity. In fact, it is suggested that
packet level caching, which most of the current techniques are
approximately reduced to, offers negligible benefits for typical
Internet traffic [7], due to this predefined fixed granularity.
B. Redundancy Elimination Using De-duplication
Another very related line of work considers the benefits
of the deployment of packet-level redundancy elimination in
the network [4]–[8], [27] . The mechanism considered for
redundancy elimination is mainly based on de-duplication. The
de-duplication mechanism identifies the largest chunk of data
that appears in memory and replaces it with a pointer [28]. It
is common for network traffic to contain large repeated blocks,
e.g., traffic from users that watch the same video.
The core to de-duplication is an efficient value-based finger-
printing algorithm that is used to identify repeated chunks of
data. In [29], Karp and Rabin originally presented their pattern
matching algorithm for string searching; the algorithm answers
whether a particular pattern sequence exists in a packet of
length n by an efficient value-based fingerprinting [3], [30].
The finger printing process facilitates the de-duplication by
providing an easy to compute function that can quickly lead
to identification of duplicates in the packets.
De-duplication works well when the redundancy across the
packets is in the form of large repeated chunks from a pre-
viously communicated packet. However, redundancy in data
exists beyond simple repetitions in the form of statistical de-
pendencies between symbols. This motivates our information-
theoretic investigation of more efficient redundancy elimination
algorithms based on data compression that target to leverage
these statistical dependencies. We stress that the benefits of de-
duplication and memory-assisted compression are complemen-
tary to each other as de-duplication provides a fast and efficient
way of removing large repetitions whereas such repetitions
would go mostly undetected using memory-assisted compres-
sion. On the other hand, universal compression targets to lever-
age statistical dependencies between symbols in a sequence that
would not be well detected using the de-duplication techniques.
This observation is confirmed experimentally in Section IV-B.
C. Compression (Source Coding)
While relevant, the network compression problem is different
from those addressed by distributed source coding techniques
(i.e., the Slepian-Wolf problem) that target multiple correlated
sources sending information to the same destination [31], [32].
In the Slepian-Wolf problem, the gains are achievable in the
asymptotic regime. Further, the memorization of a sequence
that is statistically independent of the sequence to be com-
pressed can result in a gain in memory-assisted compression,
whereas in the Slepian-Wolf problem, the gain is due to the
bit-by-bit correlation between the two sequences.
Finally, as described in the introduction, fundamental lim-
its of finite-length packet compression using memory-assisted
compression were theoretically studied in [15]–[17] for a
single source-destination link. This work extends the concept
of memory-assisted compression to networks and aims at in-
vestigating the achievable network-wide compression benefits.
Network compression requires new types of compression tech-
niques that would take into account what is already memorized
in the memory units and try to achieve the abovementioned
fundamental limits laid down in [15]–[17].
D. Network-Wide Issues of Redundancy Elimination
In [4], [6], Anand et al. discussed network-wide issues of
implementing redundancy elimination techniques, where they
devise redundancy elimination-aware routing techniques for
ISPs. This is done for traffic engineering objectives more
advanced than the conventional minimum bit×hop routing. In
contrast, we demonstrate that even addressing the minimum
S µ D
Fig. 1. The basic source S, memory µ, and destination D configuration,
where D represents a set of clients receiving packets from S.
bit×hop routing is non-trivial for memory-assisted compres-
sion and leave the extension to more advanced traffic engi-
neering as an open future research direction. Since memory-
assisted compression is complementary to the de-duplication
based redundancy elimination, some of the solutions of [4] for
the latter probelm could be adapted to the network compression
problem as well. We stress that the goal of this paper is to
investigate the average case scaling behavior of the network
compression in an abstract sense as a function of the number
of nodes in scale-free networks assuming that the practical
implementation would be feasible.
As discussed in [6], redundancy elimination in a network-
wide setting results in non-trivial deployment challenges. First,
since redundancy elimination requires the intermediate nodes
to operate on the incoming packets, any solution must take
into account the physical constraints and limitations of the
available resources to carry out such operations. As such, in
Section III-C, we address the tradeoff between compression
rate (performance) and compression complexity (required re-
sources) of the developed memory-assisted compression. An-
other issue that needs to be addressed is that the architecture
should be flexible so that network operators can choose and
meet their overall network-wide goals using redundancy elimi-
nation. Although, in this paper, we only focus on overall traffic
reduction as the simplest objective of network compression,
more general objectives can be considered for network com-
pression leading to different routing and memory deployment
strategies. Lastly, the architecture should be designed in such
a way that it can be adopted in an incremental fashion, i.e.,
you can equip network nodes with redundancy elimination
capability one-by-one. We believe this latter issue can be
addressed using the same techniques developed in [6] for
redundancy elimination based on de-duplication.
III. MEMORY-ASSISTED UNIVERSAL COMPRESSION
Consider an information source node S which generates
content to be delivered in the form of packets to a destination
(client) node D ∈ D connected to S through memory node µ,
as shown in Fig. 1. Further, the client nodes in D request vari-
ous sequences from the source over time. Let xn = (x1, ..., xn)
be a sequence of length n, where each symbol xi is from
the alphabet A. For example, for an 8-bit alphabet that has
256 symbols, each xi is a byte. Note also that xn may be
viewed as a packet at the network layer generated by source S.
Let E[ln(Xn)] denote the expected length resulting from the
universal compression of xn.
Here, we consider two compression scenarios, as follows:
1) Universal compression of an individual sequence with no
memorization (Ucomp), in which a traditional universal
compression is applied on the sequence xn without
context memorization, and
2) Memory-assisted universal compression with side infor-
mation (UcompM), in which the encoder (e.g., server
S in Fig. 1) and the decoder (e.g., at the intermediate
node µ in Fig. 1) both have access to a common side
information (memory) ym from the same information
generating source (to be explained), and they utilize
memory for compression of the sequence xn.
In Ucomp, the intermediate nodes simply forward source pack-
ets to the client D in sub-network D. As such, compression
takes place in the source and decompression is performed
in the destination. Assuming a universal compression at the
source, E[ln(Xn)] would be the length of the compressed
sequence, which has to travel within the network from S to
the destination D through the intermediate node µ. Since every
client in D requests a different sequence xn (but statistically
dependent) over time, the source must encode each sequence
xn independently and route through µ. As such, clearly Ucomp
does not utilize the correlations across different packets. Now,
consider the second scenario in which the intermediate node
µ, while serving as an intermediate node for different contents
destined for different clients, memorize the contents and also
constructs a model for the source S. As both source S and the
intermediate node µ are aware of the previous content sent to
another client in D, they can leverage this common knowledge
for the better compression of the new packets sent over the
S − µ portion of the path.
Here, perhaps, there is need for some clarifications. First,
the memorization and learning from traffic takes place at the
network layer because the routers (or the intermediate relays)
are observing the packets at the network layer. Therefore,
network compression should reside beneath the transport layer
and above the network layer, at layer 3.5, as shown in Fig. 2.
Second, the intermediate node µ must decode and re-encode
as the client at destination lacks memory, and hence, the client
would not be able to decode a packet that is encoded using
memory-assisted compression. This implies that if there are
multiple routers or relay nodes on the path from the source
to the destination, the last memory enabled router (i.e., the
one that is closest to the client) must decode the packet using
memory-assisted decoding and (possibly) re-encode the result
using traditional universal compression before forwarding it to
the client. Third, it is reasonable to assume that the client often
lacks memory with the source. This is because the client is
not connected to the source as often, and hence, even if it has
obtained some packets from the source in the past, they may be
outdated to carry information about source contents. Whereas,
the routers are to observe the source packets much more often
and hence have memorized and learned the source contents.
Therefore, due to lack of memory at the client, the memory-
assisted compression should not be applied end-to-end; from
the source all the way to the client.
Specifically, assume that previous sequences (packets)
xm1 , . . . , xmL are sent from S to clients D1, . . . DL in the
sub-network D via µ. Under UcompM, the node µ constructs
a model for the source S by observing the entire length
m = m1 + . . . + mL sequence. Note that forming the source
model by node µ is not a passive storage of the sequences
xm1 , . . . , xmL . This source model would be extracted differ-
ently for different universal compression schemes that will be
used as the underlying memory-assisted compression algorithm.
UcompM, which utilizes the memorized sequences of total
length m, strictly outperforms Ucomp. This benefit, offered by
memorization of the previous traffic as side information at node
IP 
Memory 
Memory-Assisted Compression and 
Classification/Clustering Module 
Compressed Data 
Fig. 2. Network Compression architecture which includes the classifica-
tion/clustering module.
µ, would provide savings on the amount of data transferred
on the link S − µ without incurring any penalty except for
some linear computation cost at node µ. Please note that the
memorization is used in both the encoder (the source) and
the decoder (node µ). Thus, source model is available at both
S and µ. From now on, by memory size we mean the total
length m of the observed sequences from the source at the
memory unit. We also stress that the network compression gain
only applies after the initial memorization phase in which the
memory-enabled routers populate their memory with packets
from previous communication.
Let E[ln|m(Xn, Y m)] be the expected code length for a
sequence of length n given a side information sequence Y m of
length m that is available to both the encoder and the decoder.
The gain of memory-assisted compression g (n,m) is defined
as
g (n,m) , E[ln(X
n)]
E[ln|m(Xn, Y m)]
. (1)
In other words, g(n,m) is the compression gain achieved by
UcompM for the universal compression of the sequence xn
over the compression performance that is achieved using the
universal compression without memory (i.e., Ucomp) when
the encoder and the decoder have a common side information
sequence of length m.
The memory-assisted compression gain has been theoreti-
cally investigated in [16], [17] where bounds on the achievable
memory-assisted compression gain are provided for stationary
parametric sources. It has been shown that with a memory
size of 4MB from the same parametric source, it is possible
to obtain more than two-fold gain in the compression rate of a
new sequence. On the other hand, the purpose of this work is to
validate such benefits on data gathered from real traffic traces
using practical algorithms. Practical compression algorithms
can be divided into two categories: statistical compression
methods and the dictionary-based compression methods, which
are discussed in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. In
Section III-C, we present the tradeoffs between the performance
and complexity of memory-assisted compression algorithms.
A. Statistical Compression Methods
The essence of statistical compression methods is to find an
estimate for the statistics of the source based on the currently
observed sequence or an external auxiliary sequence. As such,
the compression engine follows a two part design, a predictor
followed by an arithmetic coder [33]. The predictor estimates
the statistics of the source and a model is created using the
previously seen symbols; based on this model predictions about
the probability of the next symbol are issued. In short, the
encoding of every new symbol entails:
1) Estimating the likelihood of the symbol (e.g., byte) based
on the model and context (previously seen symbols).
2) Passing the estimated likelihood to the arithmetic en-
coder, which encodes the symbol.
3) Updating the model using the new symbol.
The decoding process is very similar to the encoding. Mod-
ern statistical compression algorithms such as Context Tree
Weighting (CTW) [12], [34], Prediction by Partial Matching
(PPM) [35], [36], and PAQ [23], [37] mix multiple simple
models constructed sequentially to achieve better compression.
Context Tree Weighting (CTW): A simple yet effective
predictor can be constructed using tree models; Context Tree
Weighting (CTW) algorithm is a well-known example of this
approach [12], [34]. CTW is used in part of the experiments
in this paper. In CTW, a tree of fixed depth δ is formed to
represent the source model; the nodes on the tree correspond to
estimates for the statistics of the source. Each bit is compressed
according to the previous δ bits called context. Context bits
determine a path in the tree that leads to one of the leaf nodes.
The probability of the next bit is predicted by the information
stored in the leaf node. The predicted probability is then sent
to a binary arithmetic coder for compression. The tree nodes
along the path are then updated using the next bit.
The generalization of the CTW encoding/decoding algorithm
for the case of memory-assisted compression is immediate.
As previously discussed, in memory-assisted compression, a
sequence from the source is available to both the decoder (at
µ) and the encoder (at S). This sequence is the concatenation of
all the packets sent from S to µ in Fig. 1. Therefore, using this
sequence, a context tree can be constructed that will be further
updated in the compression process. Note that the source and
memory node should always keep the context tree synchronized
with each other. In practical settings, a simple acknowledgment
mechanism (such as the one in TCP/IP) suffices for the context
synchronization.
Lite PAQ (LPAQ): LPAQ is a “lite” version of PAQ, about
30 times faster than PAQ8 [23] at the cost of some compression
(but similar to high-end PPM compressors [35], [36]). The input
sequence is processed sequentially and bit-wise. It follows the
two part design discussed in Section III-A. The predictor in
LPAQ employs seven models: k-gram Markov models of orders
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and a “match” model, which predicts the next bit
in the last matching context. The independent bit probability
predictions of the seven models are combined by a mixer, then
arithmetic coded. The k-gram Markov models consist of the
last k whole bytes plus any of the 0 to 7 previously coded bits
of the current byte starting with the most significant bit.
PAQ mixer works with a binary alphabet and emits the
probability of the next bit being 1. The estimates are geometri-
cally weighted [38] and combined. It can be verified that PAQ
solves an instance of iterative gradient descent [38], [39]. When
the input sequence is stationary, the weights can be shown to
converge to the true statistics of the source.
B. Dictionary-based Compression Methods
Unlike the statistical compression methods that rely on the
estimation of the source statistical parameters, dictionary-based
Fig. 3. The compression rate of a sample web trace (obtained from CNN
web server) as a function of the sequence (i.e., packet) length, obtained using
LZ77 and CTW compression algorithms.
compression methods select sequences of symbols and encode
each sequence using a dictionary of sequences that is generally
constructed using the previously compressed symbols. The
dictionary may be static or dynamic (adaptive). The former
does not allow deletion of symbols from the dictionary, whereas
the latter holds symbols previously found in the input stream,
allowing for additions and deletions of symbols as new input
is being read.
Dictionary-based compression algorithms have root in the
seminal work of Lempel and Ziv [11], [40]. This algorithm
is based on a dynamically encoded dictionary that replaces
a continuous stream of characters with codes. The symbols
represented by the codes are stored in memory in a dictionary-
style list. Dictionary-based algorithms are are widely used in
practice and can be implemented efficiently and fast. However,
the compression performance of these algorithms is consider-
ably worse than a properly implemented statistical compression
method.
gzip (LZ77): In this work, we use memory-assisted gzip,
which is implemented based on the open-source DEFLATE
algorithm. A sequence of length m is assumed to be available at
both the encoder and the decoder. The previously seen sequence
is then used as the common dictionary. The new data to be
compressed, is appended to the end of the dictionary at the
source and fed to the gzip (LZ77) encoder. The output is sent to
the decoder. Similarly, the decoder can reconstruct the intended
stream by appending the transmitted symbols to the end of the
dictionary and perform the gzip (LZ77) decoding algorithm.
C. Compression Complexity
The speed and performance of different compression algo-
rithms varies widely. The statistical compression algorithms are
tailored to offer superior compression performance, however,
the compression speed of this class of compression algorithms
is considerably lower than dictionary-based compression algo-
rithms. There are several high-speed dictionary based com-
pression algorithms all of which can be considered variants
of gzip, such as [41]–[44]. These algorithms are the key part
of some of the massive parallel computation systems, for
example, Snappy [42] is used in Google infrastructure. The
main goal in the design of such high-speed algorithms has
been to adapt LZ77 compression to achieve highest possible
(a) Memory-assisted CTW (b) Memory-assisted gzip (LZ77)
Fig. 4. The compression ratio (bits/Byte) achieved by memory-assisted universal compression algorithms.
speed and through this process compression performance is
traded for speed. As such, the compression performance of
high-speed algorithms suffers, for example, compression of the
first 1GB of the English Wikipedia using Snappy [42], and
Gipfeli [41] has resulted in 530MB (in 2.8sec) and 410MB
(in 4.3sec), respectively. However, the implementation of gzip
that we experimented on would compress the same input
to 320MB (in 41.7sec).1 In contrast, PAQ8, CTW, and lite
PAQ compress the 1GB English text input to 134MB (in
≈30 ksec), 211MB (in ≈13 ks), and 164MB (in ≈1 ksec),
respectively. We note that improving compression speed and
reducing the complexity of compression while maintaining ac-
ceptable compression rate is the subject of active research in the
compression community (cf. [45] where the authors improve
both compression performance and compression speed by using
parallel compression). In conclusion, the high-speed compres-
sion algorithms are suitable where communication throughput
is high and processing power is limited, e.g., 128MB/sec
for Ethernet 1 Gigabit/sec connection. The high-performance
statistical compression algorithms are more suitable for in a
link where the communication speed is lower (6.5 MB/sec for
802.11g) and higher compression rates are desirable.
IV. MEMORY-ASSISTED COMPRESSION GAIN ON REAL
NETWORK TRACES
A. CNN Website Test Scenario
In this section, we first demonstrate the shortcomings of
universal compression methods (without side information) for
network packet compression. The data used in this experiment
is downloaded from CNN website (which is mostly text and
script files). To capture the packet, we used wget and wire-
shark [46] open-source packet analyzer together and stored the
IP packets. We captured more than 18,000 data packets from
the website. All packets have the same size of 1,434 bytes. In
the first part of the experiment, we concatenated the packets to
derive varying size super-packets and applied gzip (LZ77) and
CTW on them.
As shown in Fig. 3, a modest compression performance
can be achieved by compression of a packet when the super-
packet length n is small to moderate size. For example, for
1The execution time is measured on an Intel Xeon W3690 CPU. The
execution time of the statistical compression methods is measured on a Intel
core i5 processor using only one of the cores.
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Fig. 5. The gain g of memory-assisted compression over traditional com-
pression (Ucomp), for memory size of 4MB for CTW and LZ compression
algorithms. This gain is achieved by utilizing memory on top of the perfor-
mance of the conventional compression.
a data packet of length n = 1kB, the compression rate is
about 5 bits per byte. Note that the uncompressed packet
requires 8 bits per byte for representation. Observe that as
the packet length n increases (here we have concatenated
several packets payloads to achieve varying size packets), the
compression performance improves. For very long sequences,
the compression rate is about 0.5 bits per byte. In other words,
comparing the compression performance between n = 1kB and
n = 16MB, there is a penalty of factor 10 on the compression
performance (i.e., 5 as opposed to 0.5). Please note that the
main reason this data set is compressible by more than 10 times
is that it mostly consists of text files and scripts.
Next, we applied memory-assisted versions of LZ77 and
CTW on the same data packets as depicted in Fig. 4. To obtain
the results in this plot, the first 4MB worth of packets from
the data is used as memory. Then, 100 sequence are chosen
from the rest of the data for compression and the average
performance is reported in Fig. 4. As expected, the size of the
compressed sequence decreases as memory size m increases.
For example, for a data sequence of length n = 100B (which
is obtained by manually extracting 100B from the payload of
the packet), without memory, the compressed sequence has
an average length of ≈ 87B, while using a memory of size
m = 4MB, this data sequences can be compressed on average
to 31B; almost 3 times smaller. This validates the theoretical
predictions in [16], [17] about the improvements achieved using
memory-assisted compression.
The actual gain of memory-assisted compression g (defined
in (1)) for memory size 4MB is depicted in Fig. 5. As can
be inferred, the memory-assisted CTW (which is a statisti-
cal compression method) outperforms memory-assisted LZ77
(which is a dictionary-based method) in both the absolute size
of the compressed output and also the gain of memory, i.e., the
gain achieved on top of the gain of conventional compression,
by utilizing memory. On the other hand, as discussed in
Section III-C, the suitable compression method has to be chosen
based on the specific compression complexity requirements that
need to be satisfied.
B. Wireless Users Test Scenario
In this test scenario, we consider the data set used in [8].
The data set includes network traffic collected from 30 different
mobile users consisted of smartphone users and laptop users.
The laptop users relied only on WiFi connectivity for their
network access. The smartphone users relied on both WiFi and
3G connectivity. The data collection spanned a period of 3
months and yielded over 26 Gigabytes of unsecured down link
data. Users accessed the Internet as per their normal behavior.
More details about the acquisition process can be found in [8].
We also used the implementation of de-duplication from [8]
for the sake of comparison with memory-assisted compression.
The results are presented in Fig. 6, where the first bar shows
the outcome of de-duplication, denoted by DD in short, and the
second bar is the compression result of the trace data using gzip
algorithm. The results are presented for each user in the data set.
The packet size in each trace varies and is not fixed, however
the packets are always less that 1,500 bytes. Each trace of each
user is processed individually and the compression is performed
on the entire trace data. As expected, the performance of varies
for different users. In particular, in some cases, redundancy
elimination is capable of reducing the input size by half whereas
in some other cases little reduction can be observed.
Although gzip slightly outperforms de-duplication on most
users, it is important to note that compression-based redun-
dancy elimination in some cases performs worse than the de-
duplication, e.g., on traces of Users 10 and 12. To understand
this difference in behavior, we further analyzed the data for
Users 11 and 12. For User 11, gzip outperforms de-duplication
and for User 12, it is the other way around. By analyzing
the contents, we discovered that for User 11 long repeated
sequences are scarce. Hence, the redundancy mostly exists
in the form of statistical dependencies that can be captured
using compression-based methods. On the other hand, the data
for User 12 abounds with long duplicates that are of tens
of megabytes long. In such cases, de-duplication can more
efficiently eliminate the existing redundancy. This confirms
that de-duplication and compression target different types of
redundancies in the data.
Next, we consider the interplay between de-duplication and
memory-assisted compression As described in Section II-B,
de-duplication can be used to identify and remove the long
repeated chunks of data. Removing these repeated chunks
before feeding the input sequence to the compression engine
provides two major benefits for memory-assisted compression.
First, the use of relatively fast de-duplication can speed up the
high-performance but low-speed statistical data compressors.
Second, the large repeated patterns would impact the predictor
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE COMPRESSION RATE (BITS/BYTE) OF VARIOUS
DE-DUPLICATION AND MEMORY-ASSISTED COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS.
De-duplication (DD) Gzip DD+Gzip DD+LPAQ
6.80 6.24 5.61 5.27
as it will try to learn and adapt to them while these patterns
are not part of the existing statistical dependencies.
The results of applying de-duplication before memory-
assisted compression are presented in Fig. 6. As can be seen,
the combination consistently outperforms both de-duplication
and memory-assisted compression on all traces. Further, Table I
presents the average traffic reduction over all users. As can be
seen, de-duplication achieves 15% traffic reduction over these
users compared with 22% achieved by gzip memory-assisted
compression. What is perhaps more interesting is the fact that
when the two are applied in tandem, 30% traffic reduction is
achieved reaffirming that the two techniques target different
types of redundancy in the data. Further, as expected the best
performance is attributed to de-duplication in tandem with
LPAQ memory-assisted compression achieving around 34%
traffic reduction on this data set.
C. Memory Requirements
To investigate the impact of the amount of physical memory
on the compression performance, we derived the average com-
pression performance of gzip, CTW, and LPAQ for different
memory sizes. By increasing the memory size of gzip beyond
4MB (which is its standard memory size), compression perfor-
mance improves and gets to close to the statistical compression
methods with the cost of added complexity, which scales
linearly with the memory size. On the other hand, the main
purpose that gzip may be adopted is when fast compression is
desired. For the statistical compression methods, we discovered
that in both CTW and LPAQ, less than 2% performance
improvement is achieved when the memory size is increased
from 4MB to 800MB (on the wireless users data set). Therefore,
in this paper, in most of the experiments we chose to use a
memory of size 4MB.
We stress that it is reasonable to expect that a router that is
sitting in the core of the network might see traffic from several
different sources (users), which might be drastically different.
Therefore, one might expect that the required memory size
would then become much higher for such a router. For example,
when a completely uncorrelated side information sequence is
used for the compression of the current sequence, there is no
hope in exploiting the side information for better compression.
On the other hand, in [47], we showed if the side information
data is sufficiently correlated, high compression gains would be
expected for a broad range of degrees of correlation. Further,
in [48], we mixed the data from the wireless users (to simulate
what happens to a core router that sees all the data). We
observed that using only 5 models, we can very well compress
any sequence from all of these sources. Hence, we believe that
although 4MB memory would probably be insufficient for a
core router, the required memory size would not be unbounded
either.
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Fig. 6. Performance of various compression algorithms on the data set used in the wireless users test scenario in Section IV-B.
V. NETWORK-WIDE GAIN OF MEMORY-ASSISTED
COMPRESSION
Thus far, we demonstrated that significant gain can be
achieved using memory-assisted compression for redundancy
elimination on the link level. The goal of the second part
of this paper is to investigate how these benefits scale when
memory-enabled nodes are deployed in a large-scale network.
Specifically, the question that we are interested in answer-
ing is: “Given the memory-assisted compression gain g, and
a number of memory-enabled nodes capable of performing
memory-assisted compression, and their placement, what is
the achievable network-wide gain?” Note that traffic traversing
different paths in the network would see different gains at
different time instances. On the other hand, we stress that our
goal is present an average case study. Hence, in this section, we
assume that each time a packet is compressed using memory-
assisted compression, it experiences a gain g (on the average).
Although our assumptions do not provide much information
about an individual traffic packet, we can draw conclusions
about the average traffic reduction in the entire network and
such conclusions become more and more relevant as the size
of the underlying large-scale network grows larger.
We represent a network by an undirected graph G(V,E)
where V is the set of N nodes (vertices) and E = {uv : u, v ∈
V } is the set of edges connecting nodes u and v. We consider
a set of memory-enabled nodes µ = {µi}Mi=1 chosen out of N
nodes where every memory node µi is capable of memorizing
the communication passing through it. In this paper, as the first
step, we assume that the total size of memorized sequences
for each µi is assumed to be equal to m and also assume that
these nodes have similar resource constraints. Hence, we can
assume that each memory unit will provide the same memory-
assisted compression gain g on the link from the origin node
of the flow to itself. The extension to meet resource limitations
of individual nodes is left as an interesting future direction.
We focus on the expected performance of the network by
averaging the gain over all scenarios where the source is chosen
to be any of the nodes in the network equally at random. In
other words, we assume that the source is located in any node
of the network uniformly at random, i.e., each node would be
selected with probability 1N and the destination is independently
selected uniformly at random as well. In this paper, as the first
step, we focus on minimizing the total cost of communication
between the source and destinations in the network, measured
by bit×hop. As will be shown, even this simplest objective
raises non-trivial challenges. To meet more complex overall
goals, one should refer to the techniques developed in [6].
Consider the outgoing traffic of the source node S with the
set of its destinations D = {Di}N−1i=1 each receiving different
instances of the source sequence originated at S. Let fD be the
unit flow from S destined to D ∈D. The distance between any
two nodes u and v is denoted by d(u, v), which is measured
as the minimum number of hops between the two nodes. As
we will see later, introducing memories to the network will
change the lowest cost paths, as there is a gain associated with
the S − µ portion of the path. Therefore, we have to modify
paths accounting for the memory-assisted compression gain.
Accordingly, for each destination D, we define effective walk,
denoted by WD = {S, u1, . . . , D}, which is the ordered set of
nodes in the modified (lowest cost) walk between S and D.
Finding the shortest walk is the goal of routing problem with
memories that minimizes the bit×hop cost.
We partition the set of destinations as D = D1∪D2, where
D1 = {Di : ∃µDi ∈WDi} is the set of destinations observing
a memory in their effective walk, and
µDi = arg minµ∈µ{
d(S, µ)
g
+ d(µ,Di)}. (2)
The total flow FS of node S is then defined as
FS ,
∑
Di∈D1
(
fDi
g
d(S, µDi) + fDid(µDi ,Di)
)
+
∑
Dj∈D2
fDjd(S,Dj). (3)
Using (3), we define dˆD, called the effective distance from S
to D, as
dˆD =
{
d(S,µD)
g + d(µD,D) D ∈D1
d(S,D) D ∈D2
. (4)
In short, the effective distance is in the presence of gain g
obtained from memory-assisted compression. By definition,
dˆD ≤ d(S,D) ∀D.
In a general network topology, the network compression gain
(denoted by G) as a function of memory-assisted compression
gain g is defined as follows:
G(g) ,
∑
S∈V F0S∑
S∈V FS
=
∑
S∈V
∑
D∈D d(S,D)∑
S∈V
∑
D∈D dˆD
, (5)
SD1 µ
D2
Fig. 7. Example of routing in networks featuring memory: introducing
memory-enabled nodes can lead to changes in the effective shortest paths
(shown by dashed lines). Here, g = 3.
where F0S is the total flow in the network by node S without us-
ing memory units, i.e., F0S =
∑
D∈D d(S,D). In other words,G is the gain observed in network achieved by memory-assisted
scheme on top of what could be saved by universal compression
(without memory) applied at the source and decoded at the
destination. Alternatively, G(g) can be rewritten as∑
S∈V
∑
D∈D d(S,D)Eln(X
n)∑
S∈V
∑
D∈D
[
d(S, µD)Eln|m(Xn) + d(µD,D)Eln(Xn)
] .
(6)
To demonstrate the challenges of the memory deployment
problem and clarify the discussion, we consider one simple
example network, which is presented in Fig. 7. Consider the
destination node D1, and let g = 3. The effective walks from
the source to destinations are obviously the shortest paths when
there is no memorization (Ucomp coding strategy defined in
Section III). As shown in the figure, when the node µ is
memory-enabled, the effective path to D1 changes from the
shortest path. Prior to memory deployment, the shortest path
to D1 was two hops long, while enabling µ with memorization
completely changes the effective distance to D1 to be dˆD1 =
3
3 + 1 = 2 as depicted in the figure. Note that in this example,
we assumed no bandwidth constraint on the links. If D1-µ link
has a relatively small bandwidth, then the effective shortest
path while minimizing the bit×hop might result in violating
the bandwidth constraint on this link as the link would need to
be used twice for passing one bit D1. Taking such constraints
into account would further complicate the problem and is not
considered in this paper. The interested reader is referred to [6]
for further details on such issues. Now, considering D2, the cost
of routing counter clockwise is 3, whereas it is 2 = 33 + 1 by
passing through the node µ clockwise. This example shows that
introducing memory-enabled nodes can result in an effective
shortest path that does not resemble the conventional shortest-
path at all.
VI. OPTIMAL ROUTING AND MEMORY PLACEMENT
PROBLEM IN NETWORKS COMPRESSION
As demonstrated in the previous section, the deployment
of memory-enabled nodes in the network gives rise to a
number of questions and also brings some new challenges.
We saw that the shortest path is not necessarily minimum
cost route in networks with memory-enabled nodes, and hence,
the well-known routing methods like Dijkstra’s algorithm, in
their original form are not optimal for networks with memory-
enabled nodes.
We aim at answering two fundamental (and related) ques-
tions regarding memory-assisted network compression. In Sec-
tion VI-A, we derive the best strategy to route packets between
the source and destination nodes given the network topology,
the location of the memories, and the gain g of memorization
using a modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm. In Section VI-B,
we consider the problem of finding the best M nodes (out of
N ) to maximize the benefits of memory deployment.
A. Routing in Networks Featuring Memory
We consider an instance of network with a source node and
fixed memory-enabled nodes and solve the routing problem in
that instance of the network. Note that characterizing G involves
computing both F0 and F , which in turn requires finding the
shortest paths and effective shortest paths between all pairs of
nodes. The shortest path problem in a network without memory-
enabled nodes is readily solved using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Finding the shortest path using the Bellman-Ford algorithm
relies on the so-called principle of optimality: if a shortest
path from u to v passes through a node w, then the portions
of the path from u tow and from w to v are also shortest
paths. It is notable that in the networks with memory-enabled
nodes the modified principle of optimality reads as: given a
shortest path from u to v, the portion of the path from v to
w is still a shortest path whereas the portion from u to v is
not necessarily a shortest path (This can also be seen in the
example presented in Fig. 7). Hence, we will use this modified
principle of optimality to find the effective shortest path using
the well-known Bellman-Ford algorithm which is obtained by
repeatedly applying the principle of optimality. The Bellman-
Ford algorithm is used in distance-vector routing protocols.
The distributed version of the algorithm is used within an
Autonomous System (AS), a collection of IP networks typi-
cally owned by an ISP. While Bellman-Ford algorithm solves
the shortest path problem in networks with memory and the
solution for routing within an AS, the more efficient Dijkstra’s
algorithm is used more widely in practice, most notably in IS-
IS and OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) and hence we also
visit the challenges of determining the effective shortest path
in networks with memory-enabled nodes using the Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
The Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the single-source shortest
path for a network with positive edge costs, and hence, the
bit×hop cost problem is a special case in which all the edge
costs are equal to 1. Here, we present a modified version of
Dijkstra’s algorithm that determines the effective walk from
all the nodes in a network to a destination D, in a network
with a single memory-enabled node. Iterating over all nodes
will provide the effective walk between every pair of nodes in
the network. The extension to arbitrary number of memories is
straightforward and skipped for brevity. In a nutshell, to handle
the memory node, we define a node-marking convention by
defining a set M which contains the marked nodes. A node is
marked if it is either a memory node, or it is a node through
which a compressed flow is routed. The modified Dijkstra’s
algorithm starts with finding a node ν closest to node D. Then,
it iteratively updates the effective distance of the nodes to D.
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The notation
cost(vD), used in Algorithm 1, is in fact the effective distance.
At the beginning, the costs are initialized to cost(vD) =∞ for
nodes v not directly connected to D, and then it is calculated for
v in every iteration. After finding the effective distance between
every pair of vertices via the modified Dijkstra algorithm, we
can calculate F and then determine the network compression
gain G.
Algorithm 1 Modified Dijkstra’s Algorithm
M = µ
while V 6= φ do
ν = the closest neighbor of D.
for ∀v ∈ V \ {ν,D} do
if ν 6∈ M then
cost(vD) = min{cost(vD), cost(vν) + cost(νD)}
else
cost(vD) = min{cost(vD), cost(vν)g + cost(νD)}M ←M∪ v
end if
end for
V ← V \ ν
end while
B. Memory Placement in a Network Graph
The network compression gain depends on the number of
memory-enabled nodes and also the locations they are deployed
in the network. Since in practical scenarios only a select number
of nodes have the storage and computational capability to
function as a memory-enabled node, it is important to find
the optimal location for such nodes. Let the total number of
memory units be M . The goal of the memory deployment is
to find the best set of M out of N vertices in the network such
that the network compression gain G(g) is maximized. It can
be shown that this problem can be reduced to the well-known
k-median problem, and hence, it is an NP-hard problem on a
general graph. In other words, no tractable optimal placement
strategy exists for a given general graph.
In this section, we demonstrate the challenges of the memory
deployment problem by considering the class of line networks
for which we can obtain closed-form solutions. Solving the
memory placement problem on this simple network topology
will reveal why this problem is hard in general. Consider a line
network with the source node S placed at one end of the line
and the destinations placed along the line as shown in Fig. 8.
Therefore, we have a total number of N nodes on the line and
the total length of the line is N hops. As mentioned before, we
assume traditional universal compression would give one unit of
flow, to be sent to each destination. We consider the deployment
of M memory units on the line such that the memory µi is
placed at hop-distance ti from the source. Without loss of
generality, we also assume that ti < tj for i < j, as shown
in Fig. 8. We find ti’s such that total flow F is minimized (or
equivalently, G(g) is maximized). A related problem of finding
“en-route” memory deployment on line networks is studied
in [49]. En-route memories are those which are only located
along routes from source to receivers. An en-route memory
intercepts any request that passes through it along the regular
routing path. The solution to the en-route memory placement
problem as discussed in [49] is ti = iM ∀µi.
On the other hand, the memory deployment problem for
network compression on a line network is more challenging.
The difficulty arises from the fact that each memory-enabled
node can serve some of the destination nodes that are located
at a smaller hop-distance from the source than the memory
S . . . µi . . .
ti
τ i
Fig. 8. The placement of memory units on a line network: the source node
S is placed at one end of the line and the i-th memory is placed at ti from
the source and τ i is its left-coverage.
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Fig. 9. Variations of t and τ vs. g for a line network.
node itself. As shown in Fig. 8, for a memory µi located at
ti, there is a left-coverage hop-length of τ i towards the source
to cover the destinations on the left side of the memory. The
following lemma shows how t and τ are affected when the
memory-assisted compression gain g chanes.
Lemma 1 For the case of M = 1 and a line of hop-length N ,
the optimal memory location t and coverage τ are given by
t =
2g
3g + 1
N +O(1), (7)
τ =
g − 1
3g + 1
N +O(1). (8)
Proof: The total flow can be written as
F =
∫ t−τ
0
x dx+
(
t(1− t)
g
+
∫ 1−t
0
x dx
)
+
(
tτ
g
+
∫ τ
0
xdx
)
(9)
The first term in (9) is the flow to all points on the line not
covered by memory. The second term is for the right coverage
of memory and the third term accounts for the left coverage of
memory (τ ). The result in (7) follows by taking the derivative
of F and equating to zero, i.e., ∂∂tF = 0 and ∂∂τF = 0.
Figure 9 shows the plot of t and τ versus g. as can be seen, as
the gain g increases, the optimal place for the memory is on 23N
distance from the source and the left coverage approaches 13N ,
whereas for g = 1, the problem degenerates to that considered
in [49], i.e., the left-coverage is zero and the optimal place for
memory is at 12N .
Lemma 2 The network-wide gain of placing a single memory
(M = 1) on a line network of bit-hop length N as N → ∞
converges to
G(g) = (3g + 1)
2
3g2 + 10g + 3
. (10)
Further, for g  1 this converges to
lim
g→∞G(g) = 3. (11)
Proof: The proof is immediate from Lemma 1 and the fact
that for line F0 = 1/2.
According to Lemma 2, if only one memory is deployed in
the network, even if the memory-assisted compression gain is
infinite (i.e., effectively no bits need to be sent from the source
node S to the memory node µ), the network compression gain is
finite. This reveals that to achieve proper network-wide scaling,
the number of memory-enabled nodes would also need to scale.
Following the results of deployment of a single memory on a
line network, we can extend the result and solve for the general
problem of deployment of M memory-enabled nodes on a line
network.
Theorem 3 Consider deployment of M memory-enabled nodes
on a line where memory, where µi is placed at ti and the left-
coverage is denoted by τ i. Then,{
ti =
i
MN +O(1)
τ i =
g−1
2gMN +O(1)
. (12)
Furthermore as N →∞, we have
G(g) = 2g
2M
2g(M + 1) + g2 + 1
, (13)
and for g  1 we have
lim
g→∞G = 2M. (14)
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we can write
F =
M∑
m=1
[
ti
g
τ i +
∫ τ i
0
x dx
+
ti
g
(tm+1 − τm+1 − ti) +
∫ tm+1−τm+1−ti
0
xdx
]
. (15)
Again, by taking the derivative of F with respect to ti and τ i
and solving the system of equations we arrive at{
ti =
ti+1+ti−1
2
τ i =
g−1
2g (ti − ti−1)
, (16)
where (16) results in a tridiagonal matrix which in turn results
in (12) for large M . Further, (14) follows from (12) and F0 =
1/2 for line networks.
Thus far, we showed that the memory deployment problem
is non-trivial even on a line network and the optimal solution is
indeed not very intuitive at the first glance. Furthermore, these
problems would need to be modified when other constraints
such as link bandwidths are present [6].
VII. NETWORK COMPRESSION IN ERDO˝S-RE´NYI RANDOM
NETWORK GRAPHS
In this section, we would like to analyze the minimum
number of memory-enabled nodes required for the network-
wide benefits of memory-assisted compression to be achievable
in a large-scale network. In one extreme, if all of the network
nodes are memory-enabled, almost automatically, the link gain
would translate to the network-wide gain. On the other hand, if
only a constant number of nodes participate, the performance
improvement would not scale properly (as observed also for a
line network in Section VI-B). This section aims at addressing
what happens in between these extremes. To do so, we use
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) random network graphs. The main reason
is that the symmetry in these network graphs yield to analytic
closed-form solution that can be insightful when considering
general network graphs.
A. Background on ER Random Graphs
Before we can state our main results, we need to cover the
background on ER random graphs.
Definition 1 An ER random graph G(N, p) is an undirected,
unweighted graph on N vertices where any two vertices are
connected with an edge with probability p.
Definition 2 Let u, v ∈ G be any two vertices. The diameter
of a connected graph is defined as maxu,v d(u, v). Further, the
average distance of a connected graph is defined as E[d(u, v)].
The following properties hold for ER random graphs [50]:
1) G(N, p) contains an average of
(
N
2
)
p edges.
2) If p < (1−) logNN , then G(N, p) almost surely (a.s.) has
isolated vertices and thus disconnected.
3) If p = c logNN for some constant c > 1, then G (N, p) is
a.s. connected and every vertex asymptotically has degree
c logN [51].
4) The diameter of G(N, p) is almost surely logNlogNp .
5) The average distance in G(N, p), denoted by d¯, is
d¯ = (1 + o(1))
logN
logNp
, (17)
provided that logNlogNp →∞ as N →∞ (this condition is
satisfied in the connected regime).
B. Main Result
To characterize the network compression gain, we consider
connected G(N, p), p = c logNN , with a single source node S
and all other nodes as destinations (uniformly at random). Since
the expected degree of all nodes in ER graph is equal and every
vertex is chosen as a destination with equal probability, the
optimal memory selection problem in this case disappears, and
we select memories {µi}Mi=1 uniformly at random. Theorem 4
provides the scaling of G(g) with respect to M .
Theorem 4 Suppose M memory-enabled nodes are deployed
on an ER random graph and let  > 0 be a positive real number.
Then,
(a) If M = O
(
N
1
g−
)
, then G(g) ∼ 1. 2
2Throughout this work, we have used the following asymptotic notations:
SN r(µ, g)
µ
v
dSµ
dµv ≤ r
dSv
Fig. 10. Illustration of Memory Neighborhood.
(b) If M = Ω
(
N
1
g+
)
, then G(g) ∼ g
1−g logN (MN )
.
Sketch of the proof: We first find an upper bound on the
number of destinations benefit form each memory. This upper
bound is sufficient to derive part (a) of the theorem. For the
second part, we find a lower bound on the number of benefiting
destinations.
To characterize G(g), we first need to find F0. The average
distance from the source to a node is d¯. Thus, F0 = Nd¯. For
large N , (17) results in
F0 ∼ N logN
log logN
. (18)
Next, we need to find F . For every memory µ we consider a
neighbourhood N r(µ) as shown in Fig. 10. This neighborhood
consist of all vertices v within distance r from µ. We choose r
such that, almost surely, all nodes in N r(µ) would benefit from
the memory node µ. Clearly, if d(S,µ)g +r = d(S, v), the benefit
provide by the memory for node v vanishes and only nodes at
distances less than r benefit from the memory µ. Given g, we
denote this set of nodes benefiting from µ by N r(µ, g).
N r(µ, g) =
{
v :
d(S, µ)
g
+ d(µ, v) ≤ d(S, v)
}
. (19)
Since memory nodes are uniformly placed, the average value
of d(S, µ) in dˆv is equal to d¯. Similarly, the average of d(S, v)
is also d¯. Hence, solving for r in (19) and then using the result
on the average distance in (17), we conclude
r
a.s.
= (1− 1/g)
(
logN
log logN
)
. (20)
The following lemma, by Chung and Lu [50], gives an upper
bound on the total number of vertices in the neighborhood
|N r(µi, g)|, where | · | is the set size operator.
Lemma 5 ( [50]) Assume a connected random graph. Then,
for any  > 0, with probability at least 1 − 1(logN)2 , we have
|N r(µi, g)| ≤ (1 + 2)(Np)r, for 1 ≤ r ≤ logN .
Using Lemma 5 and (20), we deduce that
|N r(µi, g)|
a.s.≤ (1 + 2)(logN)(1− 1g )( logNlog logN ) (21)
= (1 + 2)N1−1/g. (22)
– f(x) = o(g(x)) iff |f(x)| ≤ |g(x)|, ∀,
– f(x) = O(g(x)) iff |f(x)| ≤ |g(x)|k, ∃k,
– f(x) = Ω(g(x)) iff |f(x)| ≥ |g(x)|k, ∃k, and
– f(x) ∼ g(x) iff f(x)/g(x)→ 1.
Therefore, the total number of nodes that gain from the
memory-enabled nodes is upper-bounded by
M∑
i=1
|N r(µi, g)| ≤M(1 + 2)N1−1/g. (23)
From (21), it is clear that the network compression gain
vanishes if M is too small. The value N1/g is the threshold
value for the network-wide gain. More accurately, if M =
O
(
N
1
g−
)
, then the memory-assisted compression gain would
not result in any network-wide improvement. This is in contrast
to the line network where with a single memory, we would
obtain network-wide improvements.
C. Proof of the Main Result
Proof of Theorem 4(a): For all the nodes in N r(µi, g),
we have a flow gain of g. Let M = N
1
g−, then we have
G(g) ≤ Nd¯
d¯
gM |N r(µ, g)|+ d¯(N −M |N r(µ, g)|)
(24)
a.s.≤ N
N − (1− 1/g)MN (1− 1g )
(25)
=
N
N − (1− 1/g)N1− (26)
∼ 1, (27)
where inequality in (24) follows from the double counting
of the destination nodes that may reside in more than one
neighborhood. Also, (25) follows from replacing (21) in (24).
Since we need more than n
1
g memory units to have a
network-wide gain, the next question is as to how G(g) scales
when the number of memory units exceeds n
1
g . To answer this
question, we need to establish a lower-bound on the neighbor-
hood size and the number of nodes benefiting from memory.
Further, we have to account for the possible double counting of
the intersection between the memory neighborhoods. We invoke
the following concentration inequality from [50] to establish the
desired bound.
Proposition 6 ( [50]) If X1, X2, . . . , Xn are non-negative in-
dependent random variables, then the sum X =
∑n
i=1Xi holds
the bound
P [X ≤ E[X]− λ] ≤ exp
(
− λ
2
2
∑
E[X2i ]
)
. (28)
This inequality will be helpful to show that the quantities of
interest concentrate around their expected values.
The following lemma provides a lower-bound on the neigh-
borhood size |N r(µ, g)| and the lower-bound on G(g), as we
show, is immediate.
Lemma 7 Consider a set of vertices V of G(N, p) such that
|V |
N = o(1). For 0 <  < 1, with probability at least 1 −
e−Np|V |
2/2, we have
|N r(µ, g)| ≥ (1− )(Np)r. (29)
Proof: The vertex boundary of V , denoted by Γ(V ),
consists of all vertices in G adjacent to some vertex in V .
Γ(V ) = {u : u 6∈ V, and u is adjacent to v ∈ V } . (30)
Let Xu be the indicator random variable that a vertex u is in
Γ(V ), i.e., P [Xu = 1] = P [u ∈ Γ(V )]. Then,
E [|Γ(V )|] =
∑
u 6∈V
E[Xu] (31)
=
∑
u 6∈V
P [u ∈ Γ(V )] (32)
=
∑
u 6∈V
(
1− (1− p)|V |
)
(33)
≥ p|V |(N − |V |) (34)
= (1 + o(1))Np|V | (35)
where the inequality in (34) follows from
P [u ∈ Γ(V )] = 1− (1− p)|V | (36)
≥ 1− e−p|V | (37)
∼ p|V |, (38)
and the second part holds because |V |N = o(1). Since, Xu’s
are non-negative independent random variables, by applying
Proposition 6 with λ =
√
αE[|Γ(V )|], with probability at least
1− e−α/2 we have
|Γ(V )| ≥ E [|Γ(V )|]−
√
αE[|Γ(V )|] (39)
≥ (1− )Np|V |. (40)
By picking a single vertex and applying (39) inductively r
times, and then adding up the number of adjacent nodes, we
obtain (29).
Now that we have a lower-bound on the number of nodes
benefiting from each memory, we show that by increasing the
number of memories beyond M = N
1
g , memories cover all the
nodes in the graph effectively and hence all the nodes would
gain from the memory placement.
In order to limit the intersection between the neighborhoods,
we reduce r to rδ as below:
rδ = (1− 1/g − δ)
(
logN
log logN
)
. (41)
With this choice of rδ , invoking Lemmas 5 and 7, we deduce
that the probability that a random node u ∈ G belongs to
the neighborhood N rδ(µi, g) of the memory µi is N
−1/g−δ .
Hence, the expected number of the covered nodes is
E
[∣∣∣∣∣
M⋃
i=1
N rδ(µi, g)
∣∣∣∣∣
]
=
∑
u∈G
P
[
u ∈ ∪Mi=1N rδ(µi, g)
]
(42)
=
∑
u∈G
(
1− (1−N−1/g−δ)M
)
(43)
∼ N
(
MN−1/g−δ
)
(44)
∼ N, (45)
where (45) holds by choosing M = N1/g+δ .
To show that the number of covered nodes is concentrated
around its mean, we use Proposition 6 again with λ =
√
αE [|∪N rδ(µi, g)|]. Then, with probability at least 1−e−α/2
we have ∣∣∣∣∣
M⋃
i=1
N rδ(µi, g)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ E [|∪N rδ(µi, g)|]− λ (46)
≥ (1− o(1))N. (47)
Hence, the memory-enabled nodes cover, almost surely, all of
the nodes.
Since all nodes are covered with high probability, we can
associate each node with a neighborhood |N rδ(µi, g)|, for
which nodes’ distances in the neighborhood from memory are
(1− o(1))rδ .
Proof of Theorem 4(b): By (45), we can bound the
network-wide gain of the memory from below. We have
G(g) a.s.= Nd¯
(d¯/g + rδ)N
(48)
=
1
1/g + (1− 1/g − δ) (49)
=
1
1− δ , (50)
where (48) holds because the distance of the nodes from
memory is rδ , asymptotically almost surely. Observe that as the
number of memories becomes close to N , i.e., δ → (1 − 1g ),
the gain G → g.
VIII. NETWORK COMPRESSION IN INTERNET-LIKE
POWER-LAW RANDOM NETWORK GRAPHS
In the previous section, using Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs,
we demonstrated that if the number of memory-enabled nodes
M increases like N
1
g , where N is the total number of nodes,
and g is the memory-assisted compression gain, the network-
wide benefits start to shine. Note that for any g > 1, as N →∞
we have
lim
N→∞
N
1
g
N
= 0. (51)
Therefore, even using an asymptotically vanishing number of
memory-enabled nodes, we can obtain network-wide improve-
ments. On the other hand, we expect even better network-wide
scaling when the network has more structure than the Erdo˝s-
Re´nyi random graphs.
The focus of the study of this section is to extend network
compression to random power-law graph (RPLG) model. The
power-law graphs are particularly of interest because they
are one of the useful mathematical abstractions of real-world
networks, such as the Internet and social networks. In power-
law graphs, the number of vertices whose degree is x, is
proportional to x−β , for some constant β > 1. For example,
the Internet graphs have powers ranging from 2.1 to 2.45 [18]–
[22]. Accordingly, in the rest of this section we specifically
direct our attention to power-law graphs with 2 < β < 3
(which include the models for the Internet graph), and provide
results for memory deployment on such network graphs. Our
study entails first finding the optimal strategy for deploying the
memory units and then investigating the effect of these memory
units on the routing algorithms. The latter is important for the
numerical evaluation of the network-wide gain as well.
A. Random Power-law Graph Model
A random power-law graph is an undirected, unweighted
graph whose degree distribution approximates a power law with
parameter β. Basically, β is the growth rate of the degrees.
To generate a random graph that has a power-law degree
distribution, we consider the Fan-Lu model [50]. In this model,
the expected degree of every vertex is given. The Random
Power-Law Graph (RPLG), with parameter β, is defined as
follows:
Definition 3 (Definition of G(β)) Consider the sequence of
the expected degrees w = {w1, w2, . . . , wN}, and let ρ =
1/
∑
wi. For every two vertices vi and vj , the edge vivj exists
with probability pij = wiwjρ, independent of other edges. If
wi = ci
− 1β−1 for i0 ≤ i ≤ N + i0, (52)
then graph G(β) constructed with such an expected degree
sequence is called an RPLG with parameter β. Here, the
constant c depends on the average expected degree w¯, and i0
depends on the maximum expected degree ∆. That is, c =
β−2
β−1 w¯N
1
β−1 ,
i0 = N
(
w¯(β−2)
∆(β−1)
)β−1
.
(53)
With the definition above, it is not hard to show that the
expected number of vertices of degree x in G(β) is ≈ x−β .
In [50], authors showed that for a sufficiently large RPLG, if the
expected average degree of G(β) is greater than 1, then G(β)
has a unique giant component (whose size is linear in N ), and
all components other than the giant component have size at
most O(logN), with high probability. Since we only consider
connected networks, we will focus on the giant component
of G(β) and ignore all sublinear components. Further, by a
slight abuse of the notation, by G(β) we refer to its giant
component. Next, we briefly describe as to how the structure
of RPLG provides insight about the efficient placement of
memory-enabled nodes.
B. Memory Deployment in Random Power-law Graphs
Although memory deployment problem in a general graph
is a hard one, the RPLG with parameter 2 < β < 3 has a
certain structure that leads us to finding a very good deployment
strategy. The RPLG can be roughly described as a graph
with a dense subgraph, referred to as the core, while the
rest of the graph (called periphery) is composed of tree-like
structures attached to the core. Our approach to solve the
memory deployment problem is to utilize this property and size
the core of G(β) and show that almost all the traffic in G(β)
passes through the core. We propose to equip all the nodes in
the core with memory and hence almost all the traffic in G(β)
would benefit from the memories. The number of memories
should be such that the network-wide gain is greater than 1 as
N → ∞. Showing that almost all the traffic goes through the
core guarantees that G > 1 as shown in Lemma 9 below. This
way, we find an upper bound on the number of memories that
should be deployed in an RPLG in order to observe a network-
wide gain of network compression. We will also verify that the
number of memory units does not have to scale linearly with
the size of the network to achieve this gain.
From Definition 3, we note that the nodes with higher
expected degrees are more likely to connect to each other and
also other nodes. Therefore, we expect more traffic to pass
through these nodes. In our case, we are looking to size the
core, i.e., find the number of high degree nodes such that almost
all the traffic in the graph passes through them. Theorem 8
below is our main result regarding the size of the core:
Theorem 8 Let G(β) be an RPLG. In order to achieve a
non-vanishing network-wide gain G, it is sufficient to deploy
memories at nodes with expected degrees greater than lwmin,
where l is obtained from
l3−β − 1
w¯γ
= 0, (54)
and the constant γ is equal to (1 − 1β−1 )2 β−13−β . The set of
nodes with expected degree greater than lwmin is defined as
core: C = {u|wu > lwmin}.
Proof of the Theorem 8 follows from the lemmas below.
Lemma 9 Let d be the distance between the nodes A and B.
Let µ denote a memory unit fixed on the shortest path between
A and B, with distance d′ from A, i.e., the distance between
µ and B is d− d′. If the gain of memory-assisted compression
is g > 1, then G > 1.
Proof: If there was no memory on the path, we had one
unit of flow from A to B and one unit of flow for B to A.
Therefore, F0 = 2d. When memory-assisted compression is
performed, the flow going from A to B is reduced to d
′
g +
(d− d′). Similarly, the flow going from B to A is d−d′g + d′.
Therefore, F = d′g + (d− d′) + d−d
′
g + d
′ and thus
G(g) = 2d
d′
g + (d− d′) + d−d
′
g + d
′ =
2g
g + 1
. (55)
Now, considering that g > 1, the claim follows.
Our approach to find the core is to remove the highest
degree nodes from the graph one at a time until the remaining
induced subgraph does not form a giant component. In other
words, as a result of removing the highest degree nodes, the
graph decomposes to a set of disjoint islands and hence, we
conclude that the communication between those islands must
have passed through the core. Therefore, from Lemma 9, we
conclude that in RPLG, we will have a non-vanishing network-
wide gain if we choose the core sufficiently big such that the
induced periphery of G(β) does not have a giant component.
The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for not
having a giant component in RPLG.
Lemma 10 ( [50]) A random graph G(β) with the expected
degrees w, almost surely has no giant components if∑
i w
2
i∑
i wi
< 1. (56)
Lemma 11 Consider a random graph G with the sequence of
the expected degrees w. If U is a subset of vertices of G, the
Fig. 11. The scaling of the core size |C|
N
× 100 versus N for different β’s.
induced subgraph of U is a random graph with the sequence
of the expected degrees w′, where
w′i = wi
∑
v∈U wv∑
v∈G wv
. (57)
Proof: The probability that an edge exists between two
vertices of U is equal to the edge connection probability in G.
Consider a vertex u in U . The expected degree of u is
ρ
∑
v∈U
wuwv = wu
∑
v∈U wv∑
v∈G wv
. (58)
Proof of Theorem 8: Consider a G(β) with the set of
lowest degree nodes Ul, all having expected degrees in the
interval (wmin, lwmin). According to Lemma 10, to ensure that
the induced subgraph GUl does not have a giant component,
we should have ∑
v∈Ul
w′v
2
/
∑
v∈Ul
w′v < 1, (59)
where
w′v = wv
∑
v∈Ul wv
Nw¯
(60)
as in Lemma 11. To find w′, we should first obtain
∑
v∈Ul wv .
According to [50], we have∑
v∈Ul wv ≈ Nw¯(1− l2−β),∑
v∈Ul wv
2 ≈ Nw¯2(1− 1β−1 )2 β−13−β l3−β .
(61)
From (61), we conclude that w′v = (1−l2−β)wv, for all v ∈ Ul.
Thus we have, ∑
v∈Ul
w′v ≈ Nw¯(1− l2−β)2. (62)
Similarly, ∑
v∈Ul
w′v
2 ≈ Nw¯2γl3−β(1− l2−β)2. (63)
Combining (62) and (63), we obtain the relation in (54) between
β and l. Having l, we can easily obtain the size of Ul by finding
the number of vertices with expected degree less than lwmin
which is readily available from (52).
Fig. 12. The fraction of the paths passing through the core (FPPC) vs. the
core size, for RPLG of size N = 5, 000.
Theorem 8 provides the required information to find the
size of the core and hence the number of memory units. As
finding the closed-form solution for the size of the core is not
straightforward, we use numerical analysis to characterize the
number of required memory units using the results developed
above.
In Fig. 11 the scaling of the core size versus N is depicted
for various β’s. As we see, the core size is a tiny fraction
of the total number of nodes in the network and this fraction
decreases as N grows. This is a promising result as it suggests
that by deploying very few memory units, we can reduce the
total amount of traffic in a huge network.
C. Simulation Results
To validate our theoretical results, we have conducted differ-
ent sets of experiments to characterize the network-wide gain
of memory in RPLG. For experiments, we used DIGG RPLG
generator [52], with which we generated random power-law
graph instances with number of vertices between 1,000 and
5,000, and 2 < β < 3. The result are averaged over 5 instances
of generated RPLGs. In our simulations, we report results for
various core sizes (which is the number of memory-enabled
nodes).
We first verify our assumption that a tiny fraction of the
highest degree nodes observes most of the traffic in the network.
Figure 12 shows the Fraction of the Paths Passing through the
Core (FPPC) for different core sizes and β’s. As we expected,
more that 90% of the shortest paths in the graph involve
less than 2% of the highest degree nodes to route the flow.
Although our theoretical result in Theorem 8 is asymptotic
in N , Figure 12 suggests that the asymptotic result holds for
N = 1, 000 already. Therefore, we can place the memory units
at the core and results can be extrapolated for large graphs with
large number of nodes.
To validate the network compression gain, we considered two
RPLGs with sizes N = 2, 000 and N = 4, 000. Assume that
each memory node has observed a sequence of length m =
4MB of previous communications in the network. The packets
transmitted in the network are of size 1kB. This assumption
is in accordance with the maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of 1,500 bytes allowed by Ethernet at the network layer. From
our results in Section IV-A, we expect that a memory-assisted
Fig. 13. Illustration of the network-wide gain when simple Dijkstra’s routing
algorithm is used for g →∞. Note that G is capped to two despite g growing
large.
compression gain of g ≈ 2.5 is achievable for real traffic traces.
Hence, we use g = 3 in our simulations. Please note that in the
simulations of this section, the impact of the source statistics
and compression is only considered through g.
To verify the results of routing with memory-enabled nodes
in Section VI, we conducted the following experiment. If we
do not use the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm in the networks
with memory (i.e., we do not optimize the routing algorithm
to utilize the memories), as Lemma 9 suggests, the network-
wide gain would be bounded by 2gg+1 . Therefore, even for
very large values of g, the network-wide gain would remain
less than two (as shown in Fig. 13), which is not desirable.
Figure 14 describes our results for the achievable network-wide
gain of memory-assisted compression. We measured the total
flow without memory. We also obtain the optimal paths when
we have memory units are deployed. We consider three cases
in which the fraction pf nodes equipped with memory increases
from 2.5% of the nodes to 10%. All data has been averaged
over the 5 graphs in each set.
The trendlines suggest that G increases as β increases which
is expected since the FPPC increases with β. In other words,
more traffic between the nodes in periphery has to travel
through the dense subgraph (core) as β increases. Further, by
increasing the number of memory units, the network-wide gain
increases and approaches to the upper bound g. It is important
to note that enabling only 2.5% of the nodes in the network
with memory-assisted compression capability, we can reduce
the total traffic in the network by a factor of 2 on top of
flow compression without using memory, i.e., end-to-end com-
pression. We emphasize that this memory-assisted compression
(UcompM) feature does not have extra computation overhead
for the source node (in comparison with the conventional end-
to-end compression technique in Ucomp). Further, this feature
only requires extra computation at the memory units when
compared to Ucomp. The complexity of these operations scale
linearly with the length of the data traffic. Hence, overall with
some additional linear computational complexity on top of what
could have been achieved using a mere end-to-end compression,
network compression has the potential to reduce the traffic by
a factor of 2.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we employed the concept of memory-assisted
compression and introduced its implication in reducing the
amount of traffic in networks. The basic idea is to allow
some intermediate nodes in the network to be capable of
memorization and compression. The memory-enabled nodes
observe the traffic traversing the network and form a model
for the information source. Then, using the side information
from this source model, a better universal compression of the
flow is achieved on the network flow. We investigated, from
an information-theoretic point of view, the network flow com-
pression by utilizing memory-enabled nodes in the network and
solved the routing problem for networks with memory units. We
also considered Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs and Internet-like
power-law graphs to develop theoretical results on the number
of memory-enabled nodes needed to obtain the network-wide
benefits. Finally, our simulations demonstrated that by enabling
memorization on less than 2.5% of the nodes in an Internet-
like random power law graph, we can expect almost all of the
network-wide benefits of memorization providing two-fold gain
over conventional end-to-end universal compression.
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